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Key Principals

• Fundraising projects perform dramatically better when they focus on one 
part of what your organization does – not on everything you do.  

• But you need to raise undesignated funds!  For an appeal or newsletter (or 
email or event…) to raise undesignated funds while mostly focusing on a 
single topic, it must contain three elements (described below).

• The examples are from the ‘world relief & development’ category, but the 
principle applies to Education fundraising, the Arts, the Environment, you 
name it.

• The following is according to a prominent accountant who specializes in 
non-profit accounting issues.



Requirement #1

• Somewhere in the letter there must be a sentence like this:

“Your gift will not only help with [the focus of this appeal], but it will also help in many 
other ways. You’ll help people in [this way] and [that way], and provide [whatever you 
provide].”

• Look at the following appeal letter.  The appeal is clearly focused on 
providing a pair of shoes.  And in two places it clearly communicates that 
the donor’s gift will provide the shoes and help the organization do all the 
other things that it does.
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Requirement #2

• The action line on the reply coupon includes a phrase like:

“… and other places and projects....”

• This is from the same appeal letter as above.  The reply card says that the 
card will help provide shoes (the focus of the appeal) and summarizes the 
other assistance the donor’s gift helps provide.
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Requirement #3

• There’s a line of copy on the back of the reply coupon that says something 
like;

“In case the funds exceed the projects described here we will use the money where 
it is most needed.”

• This clearly shows the donor that it is possible that all the needs for a 
particular program may become funded, and what will happen to their gift 
if that happens.

• Two examples follow.  The first one follows this exact formula, the second 
takes a slightly different approach…
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Bonus element!

• Include a check box on the reply device below the ask array that says 
something like, “Please use my gift where it’s needed most.”

• This is not necessary if you’ve done the steps above, but it allows the 
donor to go ahead and expressly unrestrict her gift.  

• In our experience, a majority of donors check this box, and including the 
box increases overall response.
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